iOS4 Introduction Class

Cogswell College will host a series of classes for anyone interested in learning more about developing applications for the iPhone and iPad devices. Cogswell College Alumni, faculty, staff and students can take the classes for $25 each (plus a small registration fee) - a 50% discount off the regular cost of the class.

To register, visit eventbrite and select the Cogswell discount option. You must complete your registration by October 17 to take advantage of the discount.

FOR DATES, TOPICS AND MORE, CLICK HERE!
Founders' Day 2011

Cogswell College and its illustrious alumni will celebrate 124 years of excellence in education on March 19, 2011. Put this date on your calendar now!

The annual event takes place on the Campus in Sunnyvale where faculty, staff and students will showcase the outstanding work of our students and share the latest news. Make a date now to catch up with old friends during a wonderful afternoon of good food and great conversation.

Invitations will be mailed or emailed by the middle of January. We look forward to seeing you!

Chinese Educators Visit Cogswell

On Monday, September 20, 2010, almost 30 Deans and Professors representing a number of universities in the Guangzhou region of Southern China toured the Cogswell
Campus. They were traveling the West Coast visiting universities and digital media companies. The group primarily consisted of animators and programmers who were tasked with learning more about digital media education methods and to build relationships with companies within this industry.

New Cogswell Promo Video on YouTube

Cogswell alumnus, Michael McConnell (2009), who works on for Cogswell Trustee, Michael Novak owner of Tertia, recently created a trailer for Cogswell to show to high school students. The video is fast-paced and in one word, epic. Thanks to Michael for lending his endless amount of talent! Watch the trailer.

Cogswell Audio Faculty to Speak at AES Conference

Cogswell's newest Digital Audio Technology faculty, Larry the O, is slated to speak at the upcoming Audio Engineering Society Conference in San Francisco in November. He will join Peter Drescher in a spirited "cage match" discussion about sound, music, interactive audio, game soundtracks, hardware, software and audio production.

Alumni Show Animated Film at Open House

Heath Grant (2008) and Stuart Hallock (2008) recently completed the short animation they began as their senior project for Cogswell. The pair is now in the process of submitting El Diablo Loco to Film Festivals.
They will host a special presentation at Cogswell’s upcoming Open House on October 23 to share what they learned along the way about creating a short animation with a small team of dedicated fellow students and a few alumni. Their talk and screening of the film will begin at noon. Please join us!

Cogswell Grads Lead Volunteer Efforts at AES

![Cogswell Grads Lead Volunteer Efforts at AES](image)

Evan Peebles (class of 2007) and Michael McConnell (class of 2009) are the Volunteer Co-Chairs for the 129th Audio Engineering Society Conference taking place in San Francisco in November.

Evans graduated with a BS in Digital Audio Technology and is currently Technical Support Specialist at Cogswell College. He brings the experience he gained when he served as Co-Chair of the Volunteer Committee two years ago. McConnell graduated with a BS in Interdisciplinary Studies and is Owner at Media Local Studios and Production Manager at Tertia.

Director of Convention Management, Chris Plunkett, said that "Michael McConnell and Evan Peebles are determined to build a reliable, energetic and savvy cadre capable of lending the requisite hands-on support that insures a smooth running program."

For over 60 years, the AES has been the largest gathering of audio professionals and enthusiasts on the globe, attracting delegates from over 100 countries worldwide. Workshops, tutorials, technical papers and the exhibition floor provide attendees with a wealth of learning, networking and business opportunities.
The Offering Film Festival Updates

Cogswell College is pleased to announce the following:

The Offering has been selected to screen in the 2010 SIGGRAPH Asia Computer Animation Festival in Seoul, South Korea in December. The film is also an Official Selection of the Yosemite International Film Festival in October and the Ojai Film Festival in November.

Alumni Notes

Online Entertainment to become a UI Designer at Crowdstar working on their social games. **Mark Hatfield (2005)** just joined Aeria Games & Entertainment as Project Manager & ScrumMaster after almost 4 years at Electronic Arts. **Jeff Johnson (2005)** is IT at Hars Software. **Mahmoud Khoshdelazad (1983)** works at Avid Technology as a Manufacturing Engineer. **Soren Lauilainen (2007)** is a Testing Associate II at Microsoft in the Seattle area. **Tom Martinez Jr. (200)** works at Sullen Clothing as Motion Graphics and Editor where he films and edits SullenTV weisodes for the company's online marketing presence. **Mike McReynolds (1999)** is now a Senior Animator with Broodworks. **Jason Morales (1998)** left S2 Games after more than 8 years to join Casual Collective as a Software Engineer. **Jesse Moreno (1994)** is an Automation Software Developer at Wells Fargo. **Enrique Minoz (1997)** is back at Sony Pictures Imageworks as a Sr. Technical Director after a brief stint at Disney. **Toby Newell (1999)**, in addition to his freelance work as a Visual FX Compositor, is a Senior Compositor at Origami Digital. **Austin Nokleby (2007)** is a Video Editor & Motion Graphic Artist at Filmateria Studios in the Seattle area. **Tom Palomo (1994)** was recently promoted to Product Engineer at National Semiconductor where he has worked for the past seven years. **Mukunda Penugonde (1994)** left Digidesign to become a Senior Program Manager at Sony. **Stacey Pitts (1990)** is the Founder of Solace Consulting, Inc. **Anthony Reis (2004)** works at Trion Worlds as a Dev Support Specialist. **Brandon Russell (2008)** is a Concept Artist at Crystal Dynamics. **Chris Sutton (1999)** is an Art Director at Sony Computer Entertainment Online in the Los Angeles area. **Lou Tateo (1995)** is a Senior R&D Engineer at Halt Medical. **Brendan Thompson (2004)** is a Trademark Escalation Agent at Stream Global Services. **Chris Seguritan (2007)** works at Anatomage as Production Manager & Surgical Guide Coordinator. **Pete Vanoni (1983)** is a Manager - Powertrain at Dalmier Trucks North America where he managers a group of engineers and designers. **Greg Viloria (1984)** is Social Media Manager at btrax, Inc and a member of the Materials Engineering External Advisory Board at Cal Poly. **Jason Walker (2010)** works at Nvidia as a 3D Artist. **Chris Waltner (2007)** is a Driver at Google where he does imaging for Google Maps. **Bill Wevers (1987)** works at Synaptics Inc as a Systems Engineer. **Guy Woodward (1992)** is Service Manager, Americas at Oxford Instruments in Austin. **Robert White (1985)** is Vice President & Regional Scientist at Professional Service Industries.

**Share Your News!**